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Abstract—The number of Earth observation satellites
carrying optical sensors with similar characteristics is
constantly growing. Despite their similarities and the
potential synergies among them, derived satellite prod-
ucts are often developed for each sensor independently.
Differences in retrieved radiances lead to significant
drops in accuracy, which hampers knowledge and in-
formation sharing across sensors. This is particularly
harmful for machine learning algorithms, since gath-
ering new ground truth data to train models for each
sensor is costly and requires experienced manpower.
In this work, we propose a domain adaptation trans-
formation to reduce the statistical differences between
images of two satellite sensors in order to boost the
performance of transfer learning models. The proposed
methodology is based on the Cycle Consistent Gen-
erative Adversarial Domain Adaptation (CyCADA)
framework that trains the transformation model in an
unpaired manner. In particular, Landsat-8 and Proba-
V satellites, which present different but compatible
spatio-spectral characteristics, are used to illustrate the
method. The obtained transformation significantly re-
duces differences between the image datasets while pre-
serving the spatial and spectral information of adapted
images, which is hence useful for any general purpose
cross-sensor application. In addition, the training of
the proposed adversarial domain adaptation model can
be modified to improve the performance in a specific
remote sensing application, such as cloud detection,
by including a dedicated term in the cost function.
Results show that, when the proposed transformation
is applied, cloud detection models trained in Landsat-8
data increase cloud detection accuracy in Proba-V.
I. Introduction
Over the last decade, the number of both private and
public satellite missions for Earth observation has explode.
According to the UCS satellite database [1], there are
currently around 500 orbiting satellites carrying passive
optical sensors (multispectral or hyperspectral). Whereas
each sensor is to some extent unique, in many cases
there are only small differences between them such as
slightly different spectral responses, different ground sam-
pling distances, or the different inherent noise of the
instruments. Nevertheless, derived products from those
images are currently tailored to each particular sensor,
since models designed to one sensor often transfer poorly
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Fig. 1. Close-in-time acquisitions of Landsat-8 and Proba-
V satellites. Landsat-8 image is transformed and upscaled to
resemble the optical characteristics of the Proba-V sensor;
however, differences in radiometry and texture between images
still remain. First row: Missouri river in North America (2016-
04-20). Second and third row: North West Pacific coast, North
America (2016-05-20 and 2016-04-20).
to a different one due to those differences [2]. In order to
transfer products across sensors we need to ensure that the
underlying data distribution does not change from one sen-
sor to the other. In machine learning this is a long-standing
problem that is called data shift [3]: differences between the
training and testing dataset distributions yield significant
drops in performance. In order to address this problem,
the field of domain adaptation (DA) proposes to build a
transformation between the different distribution domains
such that, when images are transformed from one source
domain to other target domain, the distribution shift is
reduced.
In this work we focus on the problem where the training
(source) distribution corresponds to images and ground
truth from one satellite, whereas the testing (target) distri-
bution corresponds to images from another sensor. Notice
that this a very broad scenario that is found frequently
in Remote Sensing (RS). Examples of products built on
this manner include cloud masks [4], [5], but also land
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2use and land cover classification [6], vegetation indexes
retrieval [7], or crop yield estimation [8]. The goal of
domain adaptation is thus to find a transformation that
allows models working on a given satellite (source domain)
to work accurately on another one (target domain).
As a representative case study, in this work, we focus
on the Landsat-8 [9] and Proba-V [10] satellites. Transfer
learning across these two sensors is particularly interesting
since Landsat is a pioneering RS satellite program with a
strong and well-established community and, hence, a good
number of manually annotated datasets with cloud masks
are publicly available, which could be very valuable to
develop cloud detection models for Proba-V. Nevertheless,
in order to build a model for Proba-V using Landsat-
8 training data, differences in the imaging instruments
on-board Landsat-8 and Proba-V must be taken in to
account. On the one hand, the Operational Land Imager
instrument (OLI), on board of Landsat-8, measures radi-
ance in 9 bands in the visible and infrared part of the
electromagnetic spectrum at 30m resolution. On the other
hand, the Proba-V instrument retrieves 4 bands in the
blue, red, near-infrared and short-wave infrared at 333m
resolution (full swath). Compared to Landsat-8, Proba-V
has a much wider swath, which yields a more frequent
revisiting time of around two days, whereas Landsat-8
revisit time ranges between 7 to 14 days. Figure 1 shows
three calibrated top of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance
Landsat-8 and Proba-V images from the same location
acquired with a difference of 30 to 90 minutes. We can
see that, despite showing the same bands for Landsat-8
and Proba-V, and upscaling the Landsat-8 image to the
Proba-V resolution (cf. section III-A), differences between
the images still remain [11]. In particular, Proba-V images
are more blueish, due to saturation effects in the blue
channel, and are more noisy [12]. This higher noise and
lower spatial resolution can be appreciated for example in
the bottom row of Fig. 1, which shows a mountainous area
in British Columbia where details in the Landsat-8 image
are sharper than in the Proba-V one. Hence, products built
using data in the Landsat-8 domain, such as the cloud
detection model proposed in [5], show a drop in detection
accuracy when directly applied to Proba-V images.
In this work, we propose a DA methodology based on
the state-of-the-art work in DA for computer vision of
Hoffman et al., CyCADA [13], to the remote sensing field.
In particular, we propose to use cycle consistent genera-
tive adversarial networks (cycleGAN [14]) to find a DA
transformation from the Proba-V domain to the Landsat-
8 upscaled domain that removes noise and saturation of
Proba-V images while preventing artifacts on the resulting
images. One of the main advantages of the proposed
methodology is that it is unpaired, i.e. it does not require
a paired dataset of simultaneous and collocated Landsat-
8 and Proba-V images to be trained. This is crucial for
applications such as cloud detection since clouds presence
and location highly varies between acquisitions. This can
also be viewed in Fig. 1, even though acquisitions are the
closest possible in time for Landsat-8 and Proba-V, cloud
location changes significantly between the acquisitions.
This would make a paired approach unfeasible. Following
the proposed methodology, Proba-V images are enhanced
and are shown to be statistically more similar to the
Landsat-8 upscaled ones. In addition, from a transfer
learning perspective, it is important to remark that the
cloud detection models applied to Proba-V are trained
using only Landsat-8 images and their ground truth.
In this context, a boost in cloud detection accuracy is
shown for Proba-V when the proposed adversarial domain
adaptation transformation is applied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in sec-
tion II, we discuss related work in cloud detection and
domain adaptation in RS; in section III, we detailed the
proposed methodology to upscale Landsat-8 images and to
train the domain adaptation network; section IV describes
the Proba-V and Landsat-8 datasets where experiments
are carried out. Finally, sections V and VI contain the
experimental results and discussion and conclusions, re-
spectively.
II. Related work
There is a huge amount of work in both cloud detection
and domain adaptation in the remote sensing literature.
We discuss related work in both fields with a particular
focus on approaches that deal with data coming from
different sensors.
A. Transfer learning for Cloud detection
Cloud detection has been lately dominated by deep
learning approaches where, given a sufficiently large corpus
of manually annotated images with the corresponding
ground truth cloud masks, a network based on spatial
convolutions is trained by back-propagation. Fully convo-
lutional neural networks (FCNN) [15], most of them based
on the U-Net architecture [16], produce very accurate
results and have the advantage that they can be applied
to images of arbitrary size with a fast inference time.
Works such as Jeppesen et al. [17], Mohajerani and Sa-
hedi [18], [19], Li et al. [20], or Yang et al. [21] tackle cloud
detection in Landsat-8 using Fully Convolutional Neural
Networks trained in publicly available manually annotated
datasets. They all show very high cloud detection accuracy
outperforming the operational Landsat-8 cloud detection
algorithm, FMask [22]. Hence, our work seeks to transfer
those accurate cloud detection models to other satellite
data with a minimal drop in performance. There are some
very recent works that propose to transfer a FCNN cloud
detection model between different sensors. For instance, in
Wieland et al. [23], a FCNN is trained with contrast and
brightness data augmentation in the Landsat-8 SPARCS
dataset [24] and it is tested on Sentinel-2, Landsat-7 and
Landsat-8 images. Results show similar performance of
the model on the three sensors; which suggest that the
Sentinel-2 and the Landsat sensors are very similar and
thus the data shift problem is not so relevant. On the other
hand, in the work of Segal et al. [25], a FCNN is trained on
a manually annotated collection of World-View-2 images
over the Fiji islands and tested in both World-View-2
and Sentinel-2 imagery. In this case, a significant drop
in performance is observed in the Sentinel-2 domain; in
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order to correct this gap, authors propose a simple domain
adversarial method which obtain good results but it is
still far from the accuracy obtained in Word-View-2 data.
The work of Shendryk et al. [26] also proposes transfer
learning, in this case using PlanetScope and Sentinel-2
imagery. The proposed network classifies patches as cloudy
or clear instead of providing a full segmentation mask
at pixel level. Nevertheless, an small gap in performance
is observed between results in the source domain (Plan-
etScope) and the target domain (Sentinel-2). Finally, in
our previous work [5], we showed that transfer learning
from Proba-V to Landsat-8 and from Landsat-8 to Proba-
V produce accurate results on a par with the FMask [22]
model on Landsat-8 and surpassing the operational cloud
detection model [27] for Proba-V, respectively. However, a
significant gap between transfer learning approaches and
state-of-the-art models trained with data from the same
domain still exists, which is the focus of the present work.
B. Domain adaptation
The remote sensing community has traditionally ad-
dressed DA taking advantage of a deep understanding of
the imaging sensors and exploiting their physical and opti-
cal characteristics to provide well-calibrated products [28].
Despite the efforts to provide a good calibration, small
differences are found in retrieved radiance values due to
different spectral response functions, saturation effects,
mixed pixels, etc [11], [29], [30]. To this end several works
propose sensor inter-calibrations or harmonizations to cor-
rect biases between the bands of different sensors [31]–[35].
These approaches train models in paired data using either
real spectra of both satellites (retrieved in same location
and close in time) or simulated radiances. As mentioned
earlier, paired approaches cannot be applied to cloud de-
tection due to the extreme variability of cloud location be-
tween acquisitions. Among unpaired approaches histogram
matching [36] aligns the observed radiance distribution of
both satellites using the cumulative density function of the
data. Histogram matching is fast and reliable and thus we
use it as a baseline to compare our method. More com-
plex unpaired methods include multivariate matching [37],
graph matching [38] or manifold alignment [39].
All the methods discussed so far only focus on the
spectral information of images disregarding the spatial
dimension. In order to account for spatial changes, recent
works propose DA using convolutional neural networks
(CNN). Most of these works use Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) [40] to align source and target distri-
butions. Those works could be divided in feature-level
DA and pixel-level DA. In feature-level or discrimina-
tive DA [41], [42] the model to be transferred is jointly
trained with its normal loss and to make its internal
representations (i.e. activations at some layers) invariant
to the input distribution. Hence, feature level DA requires
retraining the model with that extra penalty. An example
of feature level DA is the work of Segal et al. [25] previously
discussed in section II-A. In pixel-level DA [43], [44] (also
called image-to-image DA), extra networks are trained to
transform images between domains. Hence. pixel-level DA
is independent of the transferred model and thus it could
Fig. 2. Transfer learning and adaptation scheme: Landsat-8 and
Proba-V datasets and how they are transformed between the
three different domains. The transformations look for adapta-
tion between the domains: U is the upscaling transformation
applied to Landsat-8 to resemble the Proba-V instrument
characteristics (sec. III-A); and A adapts from the Proba-V
domain to the Landsat-8 upscaled domain (sec. III-C).
be applied to other problems with same inputs. Our work
falls into the pixel-level DA framework: we assume that
the cloud detection model trained in the source domain is
fixed and thus we focus on finding a DA transformation
from the target to the source domain (section III).
Regarding the definition and the types of domains in
remote sensing, works such as [45]–[48] consider data from
a single sensor, where the source and target domains are
represented by images from different locations or different
time acquisitions. DA works where domains are repre-
sented by different sensors are scarce; for instance, the
work of Benjdira et al. [49] tackles urban segmentation
in aerial imagery of two cities acquired with two different
cameras. They obtain good results despite differences in
spectral bands and spatial resolution of the instruments
are not taken into account. Even though there are some
works using GANs to transfer learning between different
sensors, most of them involve training the classifiers using
some labeled samples from the target domain. This is
the case of works that tackle DA between SAR and
optical images [50]–[52]. It is important to remark that we
are dealing with unsupervised domain adaptation [2], [41]
(also known as transductive transfer learning [53]), which
assumes there is no labeled data available in the target
domain.
III. Methodology
We assume two independent datasets from two different
sensors are given, but we only have labels for one dataset.
The main idea is to be able to use the data from the labeled
dataset in order to design algorithms to solve problems in
the unlabeled dataset.
In our particular case, we have images for Landsat-8
(L8) with the corresponding ground truth cloud masks (bi-
nary labels identifying cloudy or clear pixels), {XL8, yL8};
and we only have Proba-V (PV) images without ground
truth, XPV. Therefore, we want to perform cloud detection
in XPV using algorithms trained with {XL8, yL8}. Since
we know the technical specifications of Landsat-8 and
Proba-V, we can design an upscaling algorithm to convert
images captured from Landsat-8 to resemble Proba-V
spectral and spatial characteristics. This upscaling could
work quite well, and actually classical remote sensing
4approaches follow this methodology to combine or perform
transfer learning across different existing satellites. How-
ever, this upscaling transformation is not perfect since it
is based on the pre-launch characterization of the instru-
ments and is always susceptible to be affected by diverse
uncertainty sources. Therefore, an extra adaptation step
could be used in order to transform the Proba-V images
before applying the transfer learning algorithms. In this
work, we are going to explore how to design this extra
step by using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
In Fig. 2, we show the proposed adaptation scheme. The
upscaling transformation, U , converts the Landsat-8 la-
beled data to a domain where it has similar spatio-spectral
properties than Proba-V (i.e. the same number of bands
and same spatial resolution). We can use the Landsat-8
upscaled (LU) data in order to train an algorithm, in our
case we are going to design a cloud detection algorithm us-
ing fully convolutional neural networks. While this model
could be applied directly on Proba-V images, we will show
that an extra adaptation step, A, applied to the Proba-
V images to resemble even more the upscaled domain,
could improve the similarity between the training and the
testing data and therefore improve the performance of the
cloud detection algorithm. Note that, if no adaptation is
used, A would be the identity function. In the following
subsections, we detail both the transformation U , based on
the instruments characteristics, and the transformation A,
which is based on CycleGANs.
A. Upscaling transformation from Landsat-8 to Proba-V
In this section, we describe the upscaling transformation
(U transformation in Fig. 2). In a standard transfer
learning approach from one sensor to another, the first
step is to transform Landsat-8 images to resemble Proba-V
images in terms of spectral and spatial properties. Figure 3
shows the proposed upscaling from Landsat-8 to Proba-
V using the instrumental characteristics of both sensors.
First, we select the spectral bands from Landsat-8 that
overlap with Proba-V in terms of the spectral response
functions (SRF) of both instruments. Figure 4 shows the
SRF of overlapping bands in Landsat-8 (dashed) and
Proba-V (solid). SWIR and RED bands present the best
agreement. However, the NIR SRF of Proba-V is wider
and its peak is not aligned with Landsat-8 B5 band, which
might led to differences in the the retrieved radiance.
Finally, the BLUE band of Proba-V overlaps with two
different Landsat-8 bands. Therefore, the contribution of
Landsat-8 B1 and B2 bands is weighted according to the
overlapping area of the SRFs: 25% and 75% for B1 and
B2, respectively.
Then, the selected bands of the Landsat-8 image are
scaled to match the spatial properties of Proba-V. The
30m resolution Landsat-8 bands are upscaled to the 333m
resolution of Proba-V. This upscaling takes into account
the optical characteristics of the Proba-V sensor and the
re-sampling of the 333m product described in [10]. First,
the point spread function (PSF) of each Proba-V spectral
band is used to convert the Landsat-8 observations to the
nominal Proba-V spatial resolution at nadir. The ground
sampling distance (GSD) for the Proba-V center camera
is about 96.9m for the BLUE, RED and NIR channels,
while the SWIR center camera resolution is 184.7m [10]
The SWIR PSF is about twice as wide as the PSF of
the other bands, which stresses the fact that a distinct
spatial adaptation might be applied to each band. The
PSFs of the bands are modeled as 2 dimensional Gaussian
filters, which are applied to the 30m resolution Landsat-
8 bands. The filtered image is upscaled to the nominal
90m resolution at nadir by taking 1 out of every 3 pixels.
Finally, Lanczos interpolation is applied to upscale the
image to the final 333m Proba-V resolution. Notice that
Lanczos is the interpolation method used at the Proba-
V ground segment processing to upscale the acquired raw
Proba-V data to the 333m Plate Care´e grid [10]. Ground
truth labels, yL at 30m, must were also scaled to get a
Landsat-8 upscaled dataset at 333m: {XLU, yLU}.
B. Transfer Cloud Detection Model
The cloud detection model trained on the Landsat-
8 upscaled dataset is a FCNN classifier based on the
simplified U-Net architecture described in [5]. This model
is trained in the Landsat-8 Upscaled dataset ({XLU, yLU});
hence, it takes as input a 4-band 333m resolution image
and produces a binary cloud mask. Therefore, it could
be applied directly to Proba-V images. Nevertheless, as
explained before, statistical differences between Landsat-
8 upscaled and Proba-V images make that the perfor-
mance of this model is not as good as expected. This
effect is related to the different sensor spectral response
functions, saturation effects, radiometric calibration, mod-
ulation transfer functions, or mixed pixels. For instance, as
shown in Fig. 1, Proba-V contains many saturated pixels,
specially in the blue channel, which is a known issue. This
suggests that an extra domain adaptation step could be
added to improve the transfer learning results reported
in [5].
C. Generative Adversarial Domain Adaptation
In this section, we describe the training process for the
extra adaptation transformation (A in Fig. 2) that we
propose to improve the performance of the transferred
models. This training process is based on the Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) [40] framework.
The main idea of GANs is to train two networks, a
generative one and a discriminative one, with opposite
objectives, simultaneously. This adversarial training fits a
data generator that minimizes the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence between the real and the generated data distribu-
tion. An extension of the original GANs formulation, the
conditional GANs [54], was proposed to train a model that
generates samples from a conditional distribution. One
application of conditional GANs is the Generative Adver-
sarial Domain Adaptation (GADA) proposed in [13], [42],
[44]. In those works, the conditional GANs formulation
was modified to solve domain adaptation problems.
Probably, the most complete approximation for Domain
adaptation based on GANs is the one proposed in Cy-
CADA [13]. Unlike the classical GANs, where adaptation
is performed in one direction only, this approach proposes
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Fig. 3. Upscaling transformation (U in Fig. 2) applied to Landsat-8 in order to resemble the Proba-V instrument characteristics.
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Fig. 4. Spectral response of Landsat-8 and Proba-V channels.
a double simultaneous adaptation between the two do-
mains. This allows to include several consistency terms in
order to impose restrictions on the two adaptation direc-
tions. Our approach has a similar structure than CyCADA
(Fig. 5). It has two Generators and two Discriminators:
GLU→PV, GPV→LU, DPV, DLU. We are interested in using
GPV→LU to adapt the Proba-V images to better match
the upscaled ones that have been used to train the cloud
detection algorithm, i.e. A ≡ GPV→LU.
On the one hand, the discriminators are trained to
minimize the binary cross-entropy loss between the real
and the generated images:
LD(DLU) =
∑
i
− log(D(XiLU))+
− log(1−D(GPV→LU(XiPV)))
LD(DPV) =
∑
i
− log(D(XiPV))+
− log(1−D(GLU→PV(XiLU)))
On the other hand, the generators are trained to fool
the discriminators by minimizing the adversarial loss:
LGAN (GPV→LU) =
∑
i
− log(D(GPV→LU(XiPV)))
LGAN (GLU→PV) =
∑
i
− log(D(GLU→PV(XiLU)))
In this work, in order to ensure consistency between the
real and the generated images, three extra penalties are
added to the standard GAN generator loss: the identity
consistency loss, the cycle loss, and the segmentation
consistency loss. Firstly, the identity consistency loss,
introduced in our previous work [4], is added to make
the TOA reflectance of the input similar to those in the
output:
Lid(GPV→LU) =
∑
i
‖XiPV −GPV→LU(XiPV)‖1
Lid(GLU→PV) =
∑
i
‖XiLU −GLU→PV(XiLU)‖1
Secondly, the cycle consistency loss, proposed in [54], is
added to both generators to force them to act approxi-
mately as inverse functions one of each other:
Lcyc(GPV→LU, GLU→PV) =∑
i
‖XiPV −GLU→PV(GPV→LU(XiPV))‖1
+
∑
i
‖XiLU −GPV→LU(GLU→PV(XiLU))‖1
Finally, we additionally include a segmentation consistency
loss that takes advantage of the cloud detection model
trained in the LU domain. We apply this model to both LU
and PV images even though the cloud detection classifier
(fLU) is trained using only LU images, the idea is that the
LU classifier can act as a rough supervisor in the Proba-
V domain. This approach is also taken in CyCADA [13].
The selected semantic segmentation loss is the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the cloud probabilities of the
model fLU applied to real and generated images:
Lseg(GPV→LU) =
∑
i
KL(fLU(XiPV)|fLU(GPV→LU(XiPV)))
Lseg(GLU→PV) =
∑
i
KL(fLU(XiLU)|fLU(GLU→PV(XiLU)))
Therefore, the final loss of the generators is the weighted
sum of the five described losses:
L(GPV→LU) = λGANLGAN (GPV→LU) + λidLid(GPV→LU)
+ λcycLcyc(GPV→LU, GLU→PV)
+ λsegLseg(GPV→LU)
L(GLU→PV) = λGANLGAN (GLU→PV) + λidLid(GLU→PV)
+ λcycLcyc(GPV→LU, GLU→PV)
+ λsegLseg(GLU→PV)
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Fig. 5. Scheme of the forward passes for the training procedure of the proposed cycle consistent adversarial domain adaptation method.
The four networks (GPV→LU, GLU→PV, DPV, DLU) have a different color. Losses are depicted with circles and their fill color corresponds
to the color of the network that they penalize.
The weight parameters are set to λcyc = λid = 5 and
λseg = λGAN = 1, so that losses are of the same magni-
tude. In addition, the two discriminators are regularized
using a 0-centered gradient penalty with a weight of
10 [55]. In section V, we conduct several experiments by
setting some of these weights to zero in order to quantify
the importance of each of these terms. In addition, notice
that by setting some of these hyper-parameters to zero we
obtain different adversarial domain adaptations proposals
in the literature. In particular, if we set λid = 0 we get
the original CyCADA of Hoffman et al. [13]. By setting
λcyc = λseg = 0 we get the approach of our previous
work [4]. Finally, by setting λcyc = λseg = λid = 0,
we get the classical GAN approach. Details about the
training procedure and particular network architectures of
the generators G (fully convolutional neural networks) and
discriminators D (convolutional neural networks) of the
proposed adaptation model can be found in Appendix A.
Additionally, the implemented code is available at https:
//github.com/IPL-UV/pvl8dagans.
From both a methodological and an operational per-
spective, the proposed approach has an important benefit:
it does not require simultaneous and collocated pairs
of Landsat-8, XiLU, and Proba-V, XiPV, images. Having
coincident pairs from sensors on different platforms would
be impossible in our case. Note that clouds presence
and location within an image highly vary even for small
time differences. This problem prevents the use of other
approaches such as Canonical Correlation Analysis [56] or
directly learning a generic transformation from XiPV to
XiLU [31].
IV. Manually annotated Datasets
Transfer learning from Landsat-8 to Proba-V is sup-
ported by the fact that there are several open access
datasets with manually labeled clouds for the Landsat-
8 mission. In this work, we use three of them that have
a large coverage of acquisitions across different dates,
latitudes and landscapes. The Biome dataset [57], released
for the Landsat-8 validation study of Foga et. al [58], is
the largest among them. It consists of 96 full acquisitions
covering the different biomes on Earth. The SPARCS
dataset, collected in the study of Hughes and Hayes [59],
contains 80 1,000×1,000 patches from different Landsat-8
acquisitions. Finally, the 38-Clouds dataset of Mohajerani
and Saeedi [18] has 38 full scenes mostly located in North
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Fig. 6. Location of Landsat-8 and Proba-V products with manually
annotated ground truth cloud mask. For the Biome [57] and 38-
Clouds dataset [18] we additionally downloaded Proba-V images from
the same location and acquisition time if available.
America. Images and ground truth cloud masks from these
datasets have been upscaled, to match Proba-V spectral
and spatial properties, following the procedure described
in section III-A. Hence, when we refer to those datasets,
we assume 4-band images and ground truth at 333m. For
testing the proposed cloud detection approach in Proba-
V, since there are not publicly available datasets, we use
the PV24 dataset created by the authors in [60] and
extensively curated in [5]. The PV24 dataset contains
24 full Proba-V images at 333m resolution and their
corresponding manually annotated cloud masks. Figure 6
shows the locations of the products of the aforementioned
datasets. It is important to remark that we only use data
from the Biome dataset for training the cloud detection
models based on FCNN (section III-B); the other three
datasets (SPARCS, 38-Cloud and PV24 ) are only used
for testing the models.
On the other hand, to train the proposed domain
adaptation model based on CycleGANs (section III-C),
a set of 181 Proba-V products from the same loca-
tions and season as the Biome dataset has been se-
lected. Using those Proba-V images and the Landsat-
8 upscaled images from the Biome dataset, we created
the Biome Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset, which
contains 37,310 pairs of patches of 64×64 pixels, used
to train the proposed DA method. Notice that, in this
dataset, the pairs of images, one coming from Proba-V
and the other from Landsat-8, are images from the same
location and close-in-time acquisitions when available1.
The same approach is followed to create the 38-Clouds
Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset, which is only used
for testing the domain adaptation results. Images of this
dataset, together with the results of the proposed domain
adaptation and cloud detection models, are available at
https://isp.uv.es/projects/cloudsat/pvl8dagans.
Finally, it is important to point out that images in this
work are operational level-1TP products for Landsat-8 and
level-2A products for Proba-V. These products have been
1Some images from the Biome dataset are previous to the begin-
ning of the Proba-V mission catalog; in this cases, we use images
from same day of year in the next year.
pre-processed to top of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance for
both Landsat-8 [9] and Proba-V [61].
V. Experimental Results
This section is divided in two parts. In the first one,
we analyze the radiometric and spatial properties of re-
sulting images. The purpose is to assess the quality of the
proposed transformation. We show that the proposed DA
transformation produces reliable images (i.e. images with-
out artifacts) that are statistically similar to Landsat-8
upscaled images. Additionally we show that pixels flagged
as good radiometric quality in Proba-V are much less
changed by the proposed DA transformation. In the second
part, we analyze the impact of DA on the cloud detec-
tion performance. Cloud detection results in the source
domain (Landsat-8 upscaled) are compared with results in
the target domain (Proba-V), with and without the DA
transformation. In addition, we conduct an ablation study
to show the relative importance of each of the proposed
loss terms included to fit the generator network.
A. Domain Adaptation of input images
As explained in section IV, we trained the DA method
described in section III-C using Proba-V and Landsat-
8 upscaled patches from the Biome Proba-V pseudo-
simultaneous dataset. The generator and discriminator
networks are trained simultaneously with mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (see details in sec. A). After-
wards, the trained Proba-V to Landsat-8 upscaled gener-
ator GPV→LU (A in Fig. 2) is evaluated in the 38-Clouds
Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset, (i.e. the GPV→LU
network is applied to all Proba-V images in the dataset).
Figure 7 shows the distribution of TOA reflectance values
for each of the bands without the domain adaptation step
(green) and after applying GPV→LU (orange) for all the
Proba-V images in the dataset. One of the interesting
results from these distributions is that the characteristic
saturation in the Blue and Red bands of Proba-V disap-
pears in the adapted images. In addition, the shape of
the distribution of the adapted data is more similar to
the shape of the pseudo-simultaneous Landsat-8 upscaled
images (blue).
Visual examples of the trained DA network are shown in
Fig. 8. We show in the first column the Proba-V image, in
the second one the adapted Proba-V image using our DA
method, and in the third column the pseudo-simultaneous
Landsat-8 upscaled image (LU). In the first row we can
see that the location of clouds in the Proba-V image are
preserved after the transformation while saturated blue
values are removed. This provides a cloud appearance
(and radiance) more similar to the pseudo-simultaneous
LU images (third column). In the second row, we can
see slightly sharper edges in the DA transformed image
compared to the original Proba-V image. This is because
the Landsat-8 upscaled images have components of higher
spatial frequency than Proba-V. This was also point out in
the pair of images at the bottom in Fig. 1. In order to test
this hypothesis, 64×64 pixels patches were extracted from
the 38-Clouds Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset. For
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Fig. 7. TOA refectance distribution on each of the spectral bands
for Proba-V (green) images, Proba-V images transformed using the
proposed DA method (orange) and pseudo-simultaneous Landsat-8
Upscaled images (blue). Values measured across all image pairs in
the 38-Clouds pseudo-simultaneous dataset
each patch we computed the 2D Fast Fourier Transform
for each of the four spectral bands. Finally, the amplitude
of the signal at each frequency is converted to decibels
(dB) and averaged across all patches (Fig. 9). As pointed
out before, Proba-V images have less high frequency com-
ponents, whereas the average frequency amplitudes for
the adapted images are more similar to the Landsat-8
upscaled ones. This highlights the spatio-spectral nature
of the proposed method: it does not only learn spectral
changes between bands (colors) but also spatial relations.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows the difference in TOA reflectance
between the original Proba-V images and the adapted
ones (XPV −GPV→LU(XPV)) for all the pixels in the 38-
Clouds Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset and for each
of the 4 Proba-V bands. In this case, we have stratified
the pixels using the per pixel radiometric quality flag
available in the status map (SM) of Proba-V products
(see pag. 67 of Proba-V User Manual [61]). This quality
indicator is a binary mask for each of the 4 Proba-V
channels; pixels are flagged as bad quality for different
reasons, including detector saturation [12]. In the Proba-
V images of the 38-Clouds Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous
dataset, approximately 30% of pixels in the blue band
have a reported bad quality, in contrast to the 5% for the
red band and 0.5% for the NIR and SWIR. One can see
that differences in TOA reflectance for saturated pixels is
higher whereas good quality pixels change much less.
B. Domain Adaptation for Cloud Detection
In order to evaluate the DA methodology for the cloud
detection application, we trained a FCNN in the Biome
dataset. In order to account for the uncertainty at the
weights initialization and ordering of the batches, we
trained 10 copies of the network using different random
seed initializations. This procedure is also followed in [5].
Table I shows the cloud detection accuracy on the source
domain by using the SPARCS and 38-Clouds datasets. We
see that overall the accuracy is relatively high and net-
works are not much affected by the weights initialization.
TABLE I
Accuracy for test images in the source Landsat-8 Upscaled
domain. Results averaged over 10 U-Net networks trained
with different random initializations.
Dataset min max mean std
SPARCS 91.67 92.46 92.12 0.20
38-Clouds 90.32 91.92 91.31 0.47
Table II shows the results in the target domain (Proba-
V) using the PV24 dataset with the trained DA transfor-
mation GPV→LU (called full DA in the table) and without
it (called no DA). We also include the results of the
ablation study, where we have set some of the weights of
the generator losses to zero and results using histogram
matching [36] for domain adaptation as in [47]. In addition,
results are compared with the FCNN trained in original
Proba-V images and ground truths (PV-trained), which
serves as an upper bound reference, and with the opera-
tional Proba-V cloud detection algorithm (v101) [27]. First
of all, we see that the proposed DA method increases the
mean overall accuracy and reduce the standard deviation
of the metrics compared with direct transfer learning (no
DA) or with adjusting the reflectance of each band with
histogram matching. Secondly, we see minor reductions in
accuracy when some losses are not used, in particular we
see that the the segmentation loss and the identity loss
have a strong influence in the result. We also see that
when the segmentation and the identity loss are set to zero
(λseg = 0, λid = 0) the cloud detection accuracy decreases
abruptly. This is because without those losses generators
are not constrained to maintain original radiance values
and colors. A quick look at the generated images displayed
in Fig. 11 shows that the generators without these two loss
terms could invert typical clear and cloud spectra.
Figure 12 shows the cloud detection accuracy with the
proposed DA transformation (full DA) and without DA
(no DA). In this case, results are stratified using the
quality flag available in the SM band of Proba-V. In
the PV-24 dataset, 16.13% of pixels have at least one
value in a band flagged as having bad quality. Within
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Proba-V (PV) PV → LU L8-Upscaled (LU)
Fig. 8. Left: Proba-V images. Center: Proba-V adapted with the GPV→LU transformation (A in Fig.2). Right: Landsat-8 upscaled image (LU
in Fig.2). Top: 1 day difference acquisitions from Nueva Esparta island in the Caribbean sea. Bottom: four minutes of difference acquisitions
from Lake Made in North America.
TABLE II
Accuracy of different DA approaches for cloud detection
over the PV24 dataset. Results averaged over 10 FCNN
networks trained with different random initialization.
min max mean std
PV-trained [5] 94.83 95.15 94.98 0.09
full DA 91.87 93.10 92.42 0.37
λid = 0 91.87 93.02 92.34 0.36
λseg = 0 91.15 91.86 91.47 0.24
λcyc = 0, λseg = 0 90.35 91.26 90.79 0.32
λseg = 0, λid = 0 33.99 36.10 35.20 0.63
Histogram Matching [36] 89.09 91.31 90.18 0.72
no DA 89.05 91.88 90.41 0.82
Proba-V operational v101 [27] - - 82.97 -
bad quality pixels, 96.8% are cloudy pixels. We see that,
on the one hand, if the DA transformation is not used,
the accuracy of the networks wildly varies specially for
bad quality pixels. These differences in accuracy of models
trained on the same data indicate that the networks are
extrapolating in those regions. On the other hand, when
the DA transformation is used, all the networks identify
correctly most of the bad quality pixels.
Finally, Fig. 13 shows some cherry-picked examples
of cloud detection with the proposed methodology. On
each row we show: the pseudo-simultaneous Landsat-8
Upscaled image, the original Proba-V image, the Proba-
V image after the domain adaptation GPV→LU, the cloud
mask using as input the DA image, and the cloud mask
obtained without the domain adaptation. First row shows
a completely cloudy image with several blue saturated
pixels in the original Proba-V image. We see that the DA
image removes those saturated values and helps the cloud
detection model to correctly predict all pixels. We see that,
if no DA transformation is employed, the saturated values
in Proba-V hinder the performance of the model with
some cloud miss-classifications. The second row shows an
acquisition over the Canyon de Chelly, in North America.
We see again that saturated values in the blue band
disappear after the DA transformation; in this case, this
help to reduce the false positives in the bottom and upper
left part of the image. In the third row, we see an easier
case where cloud masks, with and without DA, are both
accurate. Finally, in the fourth row, a very challenging
example of thin clouds over snowy mountains is shown.
In this case, the DA method captures better the thin
cloud in the top of the image; however, it produces some
false positives in mixed pixels where snow is melting.
For results of all methods shown in Table II over all
the images in the 38-Cloud Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous
dataset, we refer the reader to the web application in https:
//isp.uv.es/projects/cloudsat/pvl8dagans.
VI. Discussion and conclusions
The main motivation for this study has been to pro-
pose a domain adaptation algorithm to improve trans-
fer learning from Landsat-8 to Proba-V for cloud detec-
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Fig. 9. 2D Fourier transform in dB for each of the four spectral
channels averaged across all 64× 64 images patches in the 38-Clouds
Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset. Left: Proba-V images. Center:
Proba-V images adapted using the proposed domain adaptation
method. Right: pseudo-simultaneous Landsat-8 upscaled images.
tion. However, the obtained transformation is application-
independent since its aim is to reduce spatial and spectral
differences between the two sensors image datasets. It is
worth noting that the main objective of Proba-V mission
was to ensure continuity and fill the gap between SPOT
Vegetation (VGT) and the Sentinel-3 missions [62]. These
multi-mission approaches are necessary to provide long
time-series of surface vegetation products with complete
Earth coverage, and require a high radiometric consistency
across sensor datasets. For instance, differences between
Proba-V and VGT2 spectral responses were of the same
order as between VGT1 and VGT2 [63]. Also, the ESA
Sentinel-3 synergy vegetation products replicate the char-
acteristics of the 1-km SPOT VGT products using spectral
remapping and co-location techniques. In this context,
the proposed domain adaptation model is useful for any
general purpose cross-sensor application. In addition, it
directly learns from the satellite images and is based on
sound statistical methods. Therefore, the transformation is
suitable for general use and could be applied to any remote
sensing problem in which Proba-V could take advantage
of Landsat-8 data.
Obtained results have shown that the proposed domain
adaptation transformation, in addition to reduce the dif-
ference between the TOA reflectance distributions, also
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Fig. 10. Differences in TOA for Proba-V images before and after
applying the proposed DA transformation (XPV −GPV→LU(XPV))
unintentionally fixes some radiometry artifacts. Looking
at the resulting distributions one can see that the charac-
teristic saturation in the Blue and Red channels of Proba-
V disappears in the adapted images (see Fig. 7). More-
over, although the developed model does not distinguish
explicitly between good and bad pixels of the Proba-V
products quality flag, results show that good quality pixels
are much less changed than bad quality pixels (see Fig. 10).
On the one hand, this result agrees with [11], where good
quality pixels are similar between Landsat-8 and Proba-
V, which implies that their TOA radiance calibration is
quite good. On the other hand, the proposed adaptation
method only changes those good pixels within the range
of the radiometric error reported in [11] or in [12] (see
Fig. 10). However, Proba-V products present a significant
number of bad quality pixels: between 20% and 30% in
the blue channel and around 5% in the red one. This can
eventually have an important impact on derived products,
since usually we are expected to provide results in the
whole image. For instance, removing or ignoring those bad
pixels is not feasible for methods using the spatial context,
such as CNNs, since the output for a pixel depends
on the surrounding pixels. Therefore, the DA method
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Fig. 11. Example of color inversion when neither the segmentation
loss nor the identity loss are included. Left: Proba-V image. Right:
adapted image with the generator GPV→LU trained with λseg = 0,
λid = 0.
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Fig. 12. Cloud detection accuracy in the PV-24 dataset of the 10
cloud detection U-Net models with different weight initialization
with and without the proposed DA transformation. Pixels stratified
according to the quality indicator available in the SM flag of Proba-V
images.
improves the TOA reflectance image resemblance across
sensors and, in this particular case, significantly increases
the number of pixels that can be further processed: i.e.
corrected bad quality pixels (see Fig. 12).
In addition, the proposed adversarial domain adaptation
model has been modified to specifically improve the per-
formance of a transfer learning cloud detection problem. In
particular, the cost function used to train the DA network
has been modified by including a dedicated term forcing
similar cloud detection results across domains. Results
show that, when the proposed transformation is applied,
cloud detection models trained using only Landsat-8 data
increase cloud detection accuracy in Proba-V. It is worth
noting that results without the application dependent
term (λseg = 0) are good enough. However, it is important
to include either λseg > 0 or λid > 0 in order to constrain
the method and to avoid artifacts in the adapted images.
The proposed adaptation framework can be extended
in two ambitious directions. On the one hand, it would
be possible to learn a domain adaptation transformation
directly from Landsat-8 to Proba-V, without previously
applying the upscaling transformation, which converted
the Landsat-8 images in order to have similar spatio-
spectral properties than Proba-V (number of bands and
spatial resolution). However, this approach would imply to
solve the more challenging super-resolution problem when
transforming Proba-V to Landsat-8 in our cyclic GAN
adaptation framework. On the other hand, an interesting
option to explore would be to apply the transformation
from top of atmosphere to surface reflectance data. In this
case, the obtained transformation would be equivalent to
learn an atmospheric correction transformation relying on
the image data only. In addition, as mentioned before, the
proposed framework can be applied to any other pair of
similar sensors such as Proba-V and Sentinel 2 and 3.
Summarizing, in this paper, a Cycle-GAN architecture
has been proposed to train a domain adaptation method
between Proba-V and upscaled Landsat images. The pro-
posal includes two generators, two discriminators and four
different penalties. The GAN generator is used to mod-
ify the Proba-V images to better resemble the upscaled
Landsat images that have also been used to train a cloud
detection algorithm. Results on original Proba-V images
demonstrate that when using the proposed model for the
adaptation a higher cloud detection accuracy is achieved.
Appendix A
This appendix presents the details about the network
architectures and the training procedure of the generators
and discriminators of the proposed generative adversarial
adaptation model. It also has the details of the networks
and training configuration of the cloud detection models.
The implementation is available at https://github.com/
IPL-UV/pvl8dagans.
We use the same network architecture for all generators
G (fig. 14 top). In particular, G is a 5-layer fully convolu-
tional neural network . It consists of:
• 2 layers: convolution with 64 separable filters of size
3×3, reLU activation, and batch normalization.
• 2 layers: convolution with 64 separable filters of size
3×3 with a dilation rate equal to 2, reLU activation,
and batch normalization.
• 1 layer: 1×1 convolution with 4 channels output.
We used residual connections between blocks and before
the final layer.
As in the case of the generators, both discriminators, D,
have the same architecture: a 5-layer convolutional neural
network adapted from [54] (fig. 14 bottom). It consists of:
• 4 layers: 4×4 convolution, leakyReLU activation and
batch normalization. The number of filters starts in
8 for the first convolution an grows by a factor two
in every layer. The convolutions are applied with a
stride of 2, thus reducing by this factor the spatial
size of the input.
• 1 layer: 1×1 convolution with 1 output channel and
a sigmoid activation.
The output of the discriminators can be interpreted as the
probability of an image to be real. Hence, the discrimina-
tor is trained to provide close-to-zero values for images
generated by G and close-to-one values for real satellite
images.
The proposed networks (GPV→LU, GLU→PV, DPV and
DLU) were trained simultaneously using 64× 64 patches
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Fig. 13. From left to right: Landsat-8 Upscaled image, Proba-V image, Proba-V as Landsat-8 upscaled, Clouds from Proba-V as Landsat-8
upscaled, Clouds without domain adaptation.
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Fig. 14. Generator (top) and discriminator (bottom) architectures.
Implementation details available at https://github.com/IPL-UV/
pvl8dagans
with stochastic gradient descent on their respective losses
with a batch size of 48. Networks were trained for 25
32 32
64 64 128 64
64
128 128
32 32
64
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32
max pool 2x2 up-conv 2x2copySepConv 3x3, 
Batch Norm, ReLU conv 1x1
Cloud 
probability4-bandimage
Fig. 15. Simplified U-Net architecture used for the cloud detec-
tion model. Implementation details available at https://github.com/
IPL-UV/pvl8dagans
epochs in the Proba-V pseudo-simultaneous dataset, which
corresponds to 14,574 steps where the weights are up-
dated. In order to ensure convergence in the GAN train-
ing procedure, we regularized the discriminator using 0
centered gradient penalty on the real images [55] with a
weight of 10. We used the the Adam [64] optimizer with a
learning rate of 10−4 to update the weights of the networks
at each step. Additionally, we apply data augmentations
in form of 90 degree rotations and horizontal and vertical
flips.
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For the cloud detection model fLU , we used the same
simplified U-Net architecture as in the work [5]. Fig-
ure 15 shows the configuration of layers; we used only
two subsampling steps and separable convolutions [65] to
reduce the number of trainable parameters and floating
points operations (96k parameters and 2.18M FLOPS).
The cloud detection networks are trained for 250k steps
using batches of 64 overlapping patches of 32× 32 pixels
from the Biome dataset (upscaled to 333m as described
in sec. IV). We used a learning rate of 10−4 and the
Adam [64] optimizer.
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